There are still openings for E-Mentor positions in the next academic year. Mentor responsibilities include sending regular emails throughout the year. Students can email their mentor if they have any queries or concerns, no matter how big or small. Mentors are expected to respond to any emails sent to them within 48 hours. Face-to-face meetings can be arranged if necessary but the main contact is via email. The deadline for first year applicants is March the 12th. E-mail Sally Sergeant onmailto:s.j.e.sargeant@psy.keele.ac.uk for more information.

Benefits of becoming an E-Mentor:
- Professional mentoring training
- Enhancement of your CV
- Improved leadership and interpersonal skills
- Knowledge of university support systems
- Utilisation of your own experiences
- A sense of ‘giving something back’
- The opportunity to meet other like-minded students
- Certificate of participation

The Psychology Society
The psychology Society has recently been reformed with a new committee. If you're interested in joining the society check out our facebook group on: http://www.facebook.com/#!/home.php?sk=group_158767497510245&ap=1

Veronika Kubickova Psychology Society President:
We have already organised an entertaining evening event; the PsySoc Quiz Night. The psychology students not only came for a fun-filled programme, but also to test their awareness of psychology related topics. It was a brilliant opportunity for students to employ their teamwork skills by gathering all their knowledge together and tackling the challenging questions we set out for them. The highlight of the night was revealing some astonishing secrets of our lecturers' teenage lives and having students guess at "who did that when they were young?". For their best performance, the winning team was consequently awarded great prizes. I believe students had a great night while simultaneously learning a few new facts about famous psychologist, latest psychological studies, but also gaining some general knowledge.

We are already planning 'big' for the future semesters, such as having a BPS speaker come in and give a talk and a 'Mad Scientist' based bar crawl for the Fresher's week of the next semester, giving our potential members the opportunity to meet the committee.

I hope that the interest of students will remain high, and that there will be many more successful events to come!

Finalists: As you know the National Student Survey has been running for some four or five weeks now. Please take a couple of minutes to complete it and ensure Keele maintains its presence in the league table. NB all of your responses will be anonymous and confidential. You also have the chance of winning tickets to the summer ball.

Are you interested in studying ESRC-accredited masters in Child Social Development, Clinical Psychological Research, Psychology of Health and Well Being, and BACP-accredited counselling psychology? DO you want to stay at Keele? Do you want £1000 off your fees?
Find out more about our new and existing masters courses at: http://www.keele.ac.uk/psychology/forapplicants/mscourses/

Congratulations to the winners of the third year psychology poster prizes:
Marc Bleakley (Brain & Behaviour)
Natalie Davies (Social Development)
Rebecca Seymour (Health & Wellbeing)